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Is the comma symbol is necessary for the title? 
----------- Abstract ----------- 
Looks good. 
----------- Introduction ----------- 
Looks good. 
----------- Methodology ----------- 
Equation (1) and (2) are very basic mathematical equations. Is it really necessary to mention them in the paper? 
----------- Results ----------- 
The discussion sometimes oversimplifying the observations.  
Such as, in 5(b) for Al, the author concluded that the taperness reduced significantly when power increased from ~7W to
~10W, but at the same time saying that a very little change for Cu, although the trend shows a significant change from 7W
to ~10W for both of them. Are you certain there is nothing wrong with the experiment at the low power? The reading
seems to be off-trend for Cu and Al at low power. Did you replicate the experiment at each parameter? 
The discussions in Subsection 3.2.1, 3.2.2 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 were discussed as if at each subsection, only the parameters
x-axis were varied in each of the subsection. How would you know the trend you see in 3.2.1 solely depends on the
Thermal Conductivity without the influence of other properties such as the specific heat, melting point and absorptivity? I
believe that is why you saw "random" trends, because we cannot simply ignore other properties of the materials. 
----------- Conclusions ----------- 
Looks good. 
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Looks good. 
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Various metals? sound very general. suggest to be more specific on the metal under the study. 
----------- Abstract ----------- 
1) The properties for the study must be clear, no need to use etc. Its shows uncertainty and limitless consideration. 
2) The objective was not clearly mentioned.
----------- Introduction ----------- 
1) describe the short form (LBMM?) 
----------- Methodology ----------- 
1) what is the "favourable temperature and humidity" for the plate?suggest to specify. 
2) why write eq (1) twice and eq (2)????redundant 
----------- Results ----------- 
1) Check the writing tenses. 
2) Check the unfinished sentence above Figure 5. please edit.
3) Where did u get the values in Table 1?suggest to put citation 
4) The same Figure 9 duplicated.tedious work.need to edit. 
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